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Report

Maratha Vidya Prasark samaj’s Arts and Commerce College, Vadner Bhairav
organized the Lecture on CAA, NRC,and NPR on 5 February, under Competitive
Exam Centre of college. The government of Indiapassed the NRC and CAA bill
in parliament on 12 December. After that bill and that people protest against that
bill and that act. It is continues burning issues in the society and its damage the
health of our society because of less knowledge about this subject.College
competitive exam center intentionally organized the lecture on current issues.

Head of competitive exam center Principal Amol L Bhagat delivered the lecture
on CAA, NRC; NPR. Mr. Bhagat told the history of citizenship Amendment Act,
1955 and what changed happen in recently in CAA. On the time of the partition of
India and Pakistan, based on Religion that is HINDU & MUSLIM, but people from
both countiesface lot of problem. On that time prime minister from both
countyPandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Liaqual Ali Khan signed an agreement in
Delhi in 1950 the Delhi pact is more commonly called NEHARU LIAQUAL
PACT. The agreement signed in the backdrop for large-scale migration of people
belonging to minority communities between the two countries in the wake of
attack by majority communities in their respective territories. Prin. Bhagat told
why government change policy of Give the Indian citizenship and after creating
the NRC (National Register of citizenship) which introduced by Let Prime
Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and not implemented and what the basic difference
between NRC and NPR (National population resister)
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Finally, Mr. Bhagat said to student why the government of India introducing
this bill very tautly with clear mind set for better future of India. In history of
CAA, NRC, NPR did not have any religion aspect.

This lecture were interactive and students instructed to feel to ask questions to
clarify doubts and make relevant comment whenever they feel need during the
lecture .The students responded enthusiastically making the lecture lively and
entertaining. All the students were cheered up for their active participation.

Prof S.V. Jadhav are organized this lecture. For this programme
Prof.N.D.Wadghule, Dr.D.D.Gawhane, Prof D.H.Bhagure and Prof. Nikam were
present and vote of thank offered by Prof. D.H.Bhagure.

Thus the programme was successfully concluded.

Prgramme link:

1) https://www.facebook.com/groups/1021418164690022/permalink/15502711
38471386/

2) https://drive.google.com/file/d/19hfPJZln3TYZwNZjHLchplNQ5qNINr05/v
iew?usp=sharing
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